THE   IDEA  OF   'REVOLUTION*
the advantages of liberty in political life and toleration in
religion.
The French economists who called themselves the 'physiocrats*
based their political economy directly upon the fundamental
principle of natural religion. They professed to discover the 'laws
of nature1, which they expressly declared to be the work of a
beneficent Providence. It was with a view to facilitating the free
action of these divine laws that they called for the abolition of all
artificial restrictions created by man, in the shape of regulations,
prohibitions, and customs; a demand which had as its corollary
absolute freedom of industry and trade. They called their system
the 'government of nature1 (physiocratie).
All these conceptions concurred in implying contempt for the
past, as sunk in the darkness of ignorance, 'prejudice', and
'fanaticism,' and confidence in the future, which appeared in the
guise of an 'era of enlightenment' and reason, of liberty and happi-
ness. This new faith found expression in the idea of the progress
of humanity, formulated by Condorcet, the cult of which was to
develop during the nineteenth century.
5THE  IDEA   OF   'REVOLUTION*
Since the whole of public life worked on precisely the opposite
principle - that of taking the example of the past as a rule for
guidance - it became inevitable that men should desire and fore-
see a revolution. This term was used as early as the middle of the
eighteenth century. In 1764 Voltaire observed 'the seeds of a
revolution which will inevitably come to pass', and he added
that: The young are very fortunate: they will see splendid
things.'
Since the new ideas were based upon a natural religion, common
to all men, they were expressed in formulas that were universal,
rational, abstract, and equally applicable to all peoples. The
physiocrats professed to discover general laws governing wealth,
and a political economy that was valid for all countries. The
philosofhes were more reserved in their attitude towards political
questions and recommended that the different habits of the various
peoples should be taken into account. But it was certainly the
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